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-ABSTRAGT'^/S

' THis project Vas intended to demonstrate how teachers,
can tailor classroom jihstruction .t

.save time/ increase .

■student participation, enhance learning .outcome, arid build ■
■student self-esteem: using a multimedia,' apprdacli,i;

HyperStudiolB.1; (iffa

; 1998) was; used . as the■ authpting,; ,

tool: and -a detailed lesson .plan, was created as. Blueprint ,

for 'the instructional input. The . proj ect consisted of. ,.a
se.lf.-paced, multimedia, instructional .unit on .poetry that
students, could use on their own with a minimuni of:■ teacher. :
interaction.: ■ . ' : Iv t . '

Participants were chosen based on .'their ..pe.:rceiv.ed .

lack of enthusiasm, toward the IradiBipnal ; teacher/lecturer

approach or those having difficulty in. staying focused and
On task: in the classrobm. . The students used 'the hypermedia

.lesson and were, then asked to .give 'feedback on the .guality
of instruction and .design appeal.

:

, :St.ude.nt feedback revealed that adequate teacher,
instruction was not given nor basic design elements taken

into ;cdnsideration. . Therefore, a ., reevaluation of ; ' .
instruction and the design, process was undertaken and the
instru.Gtibnal unit was redesigned utilizing Student
..feedback.

111.

Subsequently, the redesigned instructional unit met

with greater success. There was not the need for close
teacher supervision, most student products were above

average demonstrating comprehension of the material,
students were genuinely proud of their work, indicating
that self-esteem had been enhanced.
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Educators no matter what their content area are. how

being asked; to become ,more eomputer,;iiterate,and to

integrate technology into their teaching.;. However, it has ^
been difficult for: most because of the paucity of ,
in-service training,and lack of cohtinuing, support from
their school districts or schooi .,sites.

Studies have .shown . tha:t Gomputer-Assisted-Instruction

can have positive effects upon today's students. Educators

who integrate technology . into, their classroom instruction
are. more able to adjust instruction to their students'
learningtstyles and strengths.
. In addition, there, are many new software products

becoming^ available - to. aid educa,tors in .their teachihg;, but
many ,educatbr:S :may: be ' CO

or not aware of what is .,

available., or may simply prefer- to customize instruction

for their particular students' needs-or even'a particular
unit or units.of instruction.

; ■Also, when creating .'customized instruction for. a

.

particular student, group, educators: should: be . .
knowledgeable io.f ,how . design^ presentation of content, and

■1:1

the choice of the appropriate.authoring tool contributes
to the total learning experience.

General Statement of
the Problem

Tougher standards are being pushed in the education
field. Today's teachers are expected to integrate
technology into their teaching and content area. Moreover,
the California Department of Education has proposed

recommendations for implementing technology into
curriculum standards and teacher preparation.

Additionally, according to Geoheagan (1994) over $70
billion has bepn invested in information technology and

over $20 billion in support of teaching and learning.
The teacher of today has been thrust into the

political spotlight and there is no escaping. Their role
is being seen increasingly as one of facilitator. They are

expected to use new and innovative methods in their
classroom instruction. Along with this, they are expected
to-be an active and knowledgeable participant using

technology. Additionally, it is now an acknowledgment,

that today's students come into the classroom with diverse
skills and needs,'as well as diverse learning styles.
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in the classroom, \their effective use to enhance student

■-

learning has not been the focus for many schools. Far too

many schools. spend a substahtial amount of their budget on
equipment, yet leave little for staff development and

purchasing software. For example. Woods (1997) said that

instead of thinking of technology integration /as a method,
it should be thought of instead.as an integrated system of
hardware, software and -peoplewate.all working together: in

harmony 'to produce a ; desib&d tesult. .In. Other .words,. when,
money is: al/located only.on hatdware and little is,.left fof
ongoing Support and tfaining,. you will not obtain the/
desired- result

.

Woods (1597} further/st/eited/that schbbls; needed to

.7 ;

get serious/:about; technblogy. He/ said that Schobls;/ heeded ; /
to . rbcognize t^

is vthe /pebple who make technology

useful, and budgets/ ne.ed to .,bef1ect that understahding -In
addition to the minuscule amount of time devoted to. ,

/

training, some schools may have hurried their,.technblbgy; '

purchases w'ithout/ forethought about a plan. Woods •made

cbmpafispn/,of schools without a coherent plan as. siinilai / :.
to classrooms without teachers.

Now that teghhblogy integration with classfobmf/.- ^ / , . /
instruction is being seen as an enhancement to student

. achievement,..educators are. finding themseives left
clueless, whiGh m^^

the reason for not fully utilizing

/-^ :3.

the equipment., Neve

, becoming a n, active;, confitleht

user, of technology, let alone, an author of ^ customized

computer-aided ihstrtiction, still eludes most. , , ,
: Progect Overvfe'vj :
fhis is an instructional unit on poetry using a

multimedia approach. This was intehded to save .time by
making instruction readily accessible, reach those
/Students whd^ have,, difficultyistaying.focuse

.
1

and'on task,

enhance learning: butcome, build student self-esteem, and;:
offer enrichment.

Limitations of the ;PrQjeGt :

;

Lessons or units created need to be piloted which

places considerable demands, upon one's time.,' Therefpre,, ,
. only ohe poetry ,unit ,was: actually created, but ean ,easily,
be, expanded .to- include as ,many lessons ; or units as- ,
desired. 'In addition, there .are so. many software products.:

on the market that would, have; made it prphibitively^^ , .

expensive to, purchase each product not to mention, / time , .
consuming tp .b,ec.ome .profici:e:nt in order, to create a -

,

multimedia lesson.: Thefefore, only .HyperStudio 3.1,

:(Wagner, 1998,,) . was:.used. because of my fami1iarity with it

. chafter/ 'twov:-

: , ;:REVIEW; OF THE lilTERATURE , :
:

"

follows is diyided into v

three" Barts:" Partly

review of .liberature pertaining ;

to teaGher. training in the pse ;:of :technology integration.:
Part 2- looked at the type of Tearner. who may .benefit from,

technology: and technologyis impact'upon: learning. Part:,3
discussed software available and how educators can use

available: software t°

lessons for their content,^ :: ,

arear or customize lessons for their particular, studehts'
.oharacteristies:,us^^

;

"

i:-:
!

a multimedia approach.

:

Teacher Training and
Technology.v

.In: The Computihg Teacher, Zeitz (1995): spoke : about

how the integration of technblOgy: vinto a . schoolis
.Gurriduiuitt. r

,

:

the faculty and:;staff to have a : ; i.;:'

working knowledge of using technology in the eduGatibnal .

setting'. The author noted that duet,

of : ,

foresight in,ptoviding, instruction::and tfe: necessary
re,,sour,ces to,.fapulty ia

has- been : pro^;V^^^^^^

'

,

This was reiterated by:Hoursand (1992), who staged'
that there have been studies conducted in the business

sector which indicated that simply providing workers with

technology failed if adequate training, encouragement,
incentives, and continuing support had not been provided.
Yet, all too often teachers are placed in just this
particular scenario.
Mpursand (1992) further stated, "Our educational

system, has done a miserable job of empowering teachers to,

make appropriate and effective use of computer-related
technology",' (p. 6). The author also noted that it Wasn't,
just the inadequacy,of training alone, but other factors,
such as curriculum materials not accessible, the type of

assessment system used, ,software and hardware selection.
Additionally, Kosakowski (1998) addressed the
factors, which would help to create a successful

technology plan. He said that there should be evidence bf
a clear technology plan, which considers funding,

installation and integration of equipment, and the
on-going management, of the equipment. The author also
concurred and said teacher training should not.be a
one-time deal, but continuing. This would include

administrative support, which may include funding,

restructuring schedules or physical space. Kosakowski also
noted that there needs to be continuing government,
support.

Zeitz (1995) also noted that before any type of

instruction is given/,, a needs assessment is necessary in,

order to gather more information about,staff interests and
needs, which the author considered the first step in good
instructional design.

,

,/Zeitz designed a questionnaire which was given to the

staff to determine how they used technology, what: areas,

,

they would like to learn more about through workshops, and
when it would be the most convenient for them to attend.

It was discovered that the experiences and interests of

the staff in using technology were very diverse.

Consequently, a series of workshops were then developed
based on the questionnaire responses.
Clemente (1991) also concurred with this method and

suggested that before providing equipment to teachers,
they should be queried about their:needs and interests.
The author stated that this was a crucial first step and

yet, "This happens less than 50 percent of the time"
(p. 28).
Moreover, there should be a collaborative effort
between teachers and administrators, which agreed with

Zeitz (1995) and See (1992), who stated that the most

effective technology plans were developed in conjunction
with staff members who would actually implement the plan,

In addition, Clemente (1991) discussed the need to
have in-services that were located on the actual school

sites, and"that school-based.programs had the greater
effect and were perceived by teachers as more,

"practicable, doable, and applicable" (p. 28).
Clemente (1991) also spoke of having teachers if ,

possible, teach each other and the need for a balance
between lecturing, demonstrating, and having hands-on
instruction. Additionally, these workshops should use

various people and part of the resident staff. Stables

(1997) agreed and said that teachers should be provided
hands-on experience. By doing so, it would help them to

develop specific skill required and provide a reference
point for planning classroom instruction.
Concurring with this assessment, Zeitz (1995) noted

that by involving resident staff members, this empowered
them to be seen as resident experts and increased the
staff participation.

.Kosakowski (1998); Moursand (1992); Zeitz (1995)

concurred that any technology plans developed should focus
-on a vision for:the future. See (1992) also suggested that

school technology plans be reviewed on a yearly basis. .
This was reiterated by Clemente (1991) who called for a
collaborative effort in determining the type and amount of

technology and;the setting of goals which would allow
school sites to stay more fluid in the ever-changing
technologicaT world. .
Zeitz. (1995), also noted that along with: yearly,

revisidns, staff deyeloprrient training should he, oh::;.g
asi, well. He said, "Staff development for technology is

often sporadic a,ndldel;ivered in .one-shot
sessionsv.,usually exposes educators to technology and
then the attendees are expected to explore and learn on
their own" (p. 62).

.

Zeitz (1995) also noted that in order for educators

to,improye their,skills in the technological area,
admihisttation has^v-t

support them by making instruction

accessiblelV Howeveir,,; See (1992) differed in ,his - opinion on
,teacher training when he stated, "School districts must

take ,some responsibility for providing staff ;deyelopment>,

but ultimately,each person is reSpbnsible for their',own)
personal: and-professionai:.growth": (p. 35).
Zeitz (199,5.); -concluded his,discussion :by sayi,ng that:
tim^e,:'-^

and suppcirt^ need to:; be: invested in, order for

educators to obtain the skills needed to integrate

technology into their classroom instruction. He said, "We
need to support them with an environment that encourages ; ,

them to try new things...we need to support their efforts

■by providing a series of workshops" (Zeitz, 1995, p. 64) .
: Additionally, ■teachers attitudes were seen as a

■factor :in .their Willihgness. to integrate technology, into
their ■ classfopm instruction when they have the added^

;

responsibiiity of . gaining knowledge on.their own. ;Kluever,
Lam, Hoffman, Green, and Swearingen (1994) discussed how

■usin^sa Computer Attitude Scale (CAS) could be useful in
dete^W^^'^9^ ^^

approach educators to get . them

Involyed.., This scale was developed for use with teachers

containing forty items. with responses provided on; a
,six-p>oint scale .! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V' Kluever. et al. (1994) .collected data, from 2 65 ■!
teachers who participated in computer training.

Participants were accepted on a first-come, first-served
basis ... The CAS and a. self.-eyaluatiQn. of .teaching skills

were; .us.ed, as a . pretest given to . the participants before

they began the training program. The training.consisted of
workshops on hardware, software, multimedia hardware, and
instruction on durri.culum integration.; The group consisted

of 69 percent elementary teachers, 21 percent middle
school teachers, and 10 percent high school teachers.

In the study by Kluever et al. (1994) the results
from training were measured using the same CAS as a

10

posttestv. It■ was _determi^
differences in,th^ pretest-and posttest responses. The
anthdrs found that there was a direct correlation between

pretest before computer training and posttest after

>

M

the authors viewed using the CAS as a valid

instrument in measuring the attitudes of teachers before

.they: are given computer, training. Furthermore^ the authors
stated, "The pretest to posttest differences can serve as

one indication the change of attitude toward the use of

computers in schools" (Kluever et al., 1994, p. 259) ,
Poirot (1992) agreed with Kluever et al. (1994) and
sfated teachers'

attitudes toward technology were

.important. The author said that teachers' attitudes might

change if they.were shown how their job could improve
through the. impl.ementation. .of technology;
Poirot (1992)

further stated that teachers were like

any other group of learners; they must see the purpose,
value and relevance in integrating technology into their

curriculum. They do have legitimate concerns, and' want to
know how their daily routine will be affected.
Poirot

(1992)

summarized that teachers are going to

need to be provided with the best educational training and

11

resources and shown that what they have been doing

previously is still valuable.
Student Diversity
and Technblogy

Computers are ubiquitous in most classrooms and
educators are faced with the.challenge of evaluating,

planning, and integrating technology into their content
area. The diversity of the student population, whether it
is intellectual ability, learning modality,

socio-economic, "at risk", or disabled are some of the
factors to be considered when utilizing technology.

Therefore, educators need.to be cognizant of learner

characteristics, how instruction is delivered as. well the
medium in which it is presented. Many advocates say that
schools are too text-and-language based and that

multimedia moves thinking into visual and auditory
channels which creates relevancy for today's students.

Educators have always been cognizant that a student

may be proficient in one area and less proficient in
another.. However,, it was Howard Gardner (1983) who

articulated the theory of multiple intelligences. He said
that all human intellect was comprised of seven

intelligences, which are manifested differently in

different people, even different cultures. Gardner labeled

12

these as linguistic, logical-mathematical, musical,
bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal (See
Appendix A).

The theory of multiple intelligences was reechoed by
Walters (1992) who described what we call intelligence, is

actually more than a single trait and is a much more
complex entity. Walters espoused the idea that that human

performance appeared to be too complex and diverse to be
captured in a single dimension. The author further stated
that traditional schools tended to ignore the importance

of multiple intelligence and by doing so, were
discriminating among students.

Additionally, learning modalities need to be

addressed by educators. Steftler (1995) said that
technology should be matched to students' learning styles.
The author emphasized that care should be taken when

integrating technology into instruction and that planning
should start by considering the preferences for the
various modes of learning.
Stettler (1995) described these four learning

modalities as acquirer, retriever, constructor, and

presenter (See Appendix B). He also reiterated the
importance of knowing your particular .students and .said
that if the raajdfity of your students, are not proficient

,,

in the core curricula, the technology mix should be more.

heavily focused toward the acquirer mode of learning and
less focused on the other three modalities.

: Kosakowski (1998) concurred and stated that using , ,

technology for drill and practice of basic skills could be
effective, which also agreed with Kulik (1994) who said
that this was shown to have a positive effect upon

teaching and learning by allowing students to learn more
and learn more quickly when using CAI.

Furthermore, it was stated that all subject areas and

grade levels showed improvement when CAI was utilized.
Fletcher, Hawley, and Piele (1990) also reported that the
use of CAI by the military shortened training time by
one-third and was cheaper than employing.additional

tutoring, reducing class sizes or increasing instruction
i/■

time.

This was reiterated by Korwin and Jones

(1990)

who

conducted a study to determine if hands on

technology-based activities enhanced learning among eighth

grade students by reinforcing cognitive knowledge and '
improving retention,
Korwin and Jones (1990) put four hypotheses / to the
test: 1) Students that participated in a hands-on group

assignment would have higher scores the day after

14

instruction.than.students .receiving-an liiustrated ,
lecture. 2) Students in the hands-on group would have

higher scores oh a test given two weeks later. 3) There
would be no retention loss between the first and second

posttest for the.hands-on method of instruction. 4) There
would be no retention loss between the first and second

posttest for thellllustrated lecture method of
instruction-

. . .

Two methods of instruction were used by one

instructorldn teaching a 40-minute lesson to a group of

5.0, Group A received instruction through .reading ., and hands,
on while Group B.received instruction by reading and
illustrated lecture. A posttest was given the day after
the instruction to determine cognitive gains of each

group.'Two^v

later, the posttest was repeated. The

results suggested that hands on activities enhanced
cognitive learning.
Korwin and Jones (1990) also noted that technology

education has a strong basis in learning theory. Moreover,

this is done in part by improving short and long-term

memory vretention of information through greater use of
visual, auditory, tactile, and. motor memory storage
centers of the brain.

15

It was also noted by Willis, Stephens, and Matthew

(1996) that computer-based technology supported the
constructivists view of instruction by providing ways to

access and process information, to experience audio and
visual presentations, to publish, and to communicate,
across distances.

Educators also need to be aware of how something as

benign as technology integration might affect their .
students' affective domain. Bialo and Sivin-Kachala (1996)

along with Heinich, Molenda, and Russell (1982) summarized
that students who use CAI were shown to feel more

successful in school, and that this may be their first
encounter with school work that gives them an immediate

and continued feeling of success, which increased their
motivation to learn, and increased self-confidence and
self-esteem.

Similar thought was expressed in the article by
Scheel and Branch ,(1993). The authors discussed how in the

past, with the designing of instructional software the
focus had always been exclusively on content and the

learner, yet while at the same time, the interaction
between the teacher, subject, context, and media was,
virtually ignored.

16

It was also^-n

cultural influences permeated

each', of .these interaGtions. Scheel and Branch (1993) also

discussed how the potential for learning any subject
matter could be enhanced when culturally-based

perspectives.about any of the instructional interactions

were .systematically incorporated, into, t

instructional

plannihg pppcess,. and they put..forth: the recommendations
that conversation could be utilized as a strategy for

incorporating the learner's cultural background into.the
instfuctional process while at the same time, retaining
the ^original .instructs

i.

objectives and content.

Additiohally,VSche:el and; Branch 1(1:993}^ n^

debates have.Bee

that

as to whether sch.obl...curriculum

has .resulted in. attempts to ^represent a. .greater . diversity

of perspectives, in^^ such .subjects as history and social
studies

This

:the

has .narrowed the cdnception of

the meaning and Vai.ue .of..cultural .pluralism:.in
instrtction. Morepv-er, they said, that .teat

educators and

trainers who regarded.their cphtent , area as culturally

.

neutral, may erroneoualy concluded that cultural;drversity,

and pluralism was. not applicable to their instructioh'..
Furthermore, Scheel and Branch (1993):: said tha:.t th
. was a narrow view, which obscured the. fact...that. culture

.really did permeate instruction of atlv:kinds

17

regardless

of subject matter content. The authors defined culture as

the pattern of behaviof and thinking by;w

of

groups recognize and interact, with one, another, - in which
. these . patterns,'gre shaped by,.a , groups' values, norms, ;
t.faditions, beiief.s and artifacts. Also, cultural , ,

pluralism feflects the recdgnition that cultures; have a
multiplicity-ofperceptioris of,the world. , ,
Moreover, Scheel and Branch said that instruction,

which acknowledged and' incorporated cultural backgrbunds

might also be caried culturally piuralistic instruction.
In' addition, the culturai baokgrounds, of instructional

designers, trainers, teachers, and, learners all influence;
the; processes of instruction and learning in both obvious ,,
and subtler, ways,.' Also it was noted, that learners were :
much more likely to engage in sense-making efforts if they

perceived: t

;instructional content, as somehow, relevant to

their lifestyles, or interests. Furthermore, if they had
the pefeeption that th® instructional content , was , ;,
exclusive or. somehow misfepresentative, they,could .pot,be, ^

expected'to, -embrace the information presented.

;

.Goncurrihg with this opinion, Roblyer, Dozier-Hehry
and Burhette (1996) , said-thai multicultural education .has,
seen its '.share of attempts - to integrate technology in

meaningful ways which were important to' the, mpdern ,.

18

. '

curricylum. They noted that there have already been some

technology-based strategies, that have gained. widespread V
recognition and acceptance as methods of increasing ;

>;y

multicultural awareness and which celebrated cultural

diversity, .. .

_

.

•

Again,, as in the Scheei and Branch (l;993) . atticle,.

Roblyer et al. (1996) noted that society perceived the
including of multicultural issues in the development of
curriculum,for. other content areas was a time waster or a

manipulation for social change,.

Additionally, Roblyer etal, (1996) noted that the
idea of muiticultural education, was.simply the affirmation

of diversity, and by using technology,, it could be of
assistance, by opening the avenues for better
communication.

Nieto. (1992) also agreed that by embracing
multiculturalism that this demonstrates that one values

diversity and also encourages critical thinking,
^ reflection,'and action, The author thought;it essential to

recognize the difference between a..superficial definition
of multicultural education and one that deals with the

central purpose of learning about cultural similarities
and differences,

19

For example, technology could be used to address the
needs of English as a Second Language students.

Additionally, technology integration was seen as highly
motivational, and that many educators felt that, the

motivational qualities made it the instructional material
of choice, and noted that technology use could make ,

abstract concepts concrete for students.
That same belief was reiterated in Potter's (1992)

book review of Computers and Cultural Diversity, which

said, "It is vital for all educators and researchers
concerned with the use of computers in schools to

understand how the use of technology impacts, oh equity

issues related to ethnic origin, race, gender,
socioeconomic status, and English.language proficiency"
.(Potter, 1992, p. 18).

,

'

Potter (1992) noted that the authors, Devillar and ,

Faltis, argued that certain kinds of cooperative learning
environments were necessary but not sufficient for the
effective interracial/ethnic contacts. It was,also .

believed that in using computers, computef integratedf
instruction should be predominantly ehrichment-based>

using discovery oriented software without /regards to,
language, ethnicity, of social class and that ,this may
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coritribute to better coiimiunication . and integration in
cla.ssroOms

,

,In suinrtiary,/, authors (Biaip & Siv^in'^Kachaia,v 1996;.;
Heinrich, Molenda,! & ^RUsselly 1992;;-Robiyety bozie.t-Henry
^ .Burnette, 1996; ;Sch.eel, y& Branch;, 1;993) noted that by

incorpdratihg:;mult

in the;

computer-aided instruetion > ■dne could,, be :.more^^^.;o

of
less

assured that iearning' .would haye been made, more relevant

to.the user. . Therefore, cultural pluralism; is :a

cooperative effort and by its implementation would promote
and enhance the potential for learner achievement.
Now that CAT has been shown to have positive effects

on today's diverse students and thereby changing the

instructional:process itself; in order to be effective,
technology; and. its implications, must be: ^understood and
embraced by educators.

Faik;and;Carl

summarized thd.use of

computer--assisted;:instruGtipn and^multimedia instruction .

by sayihg that it;is a.: potentialiy -powerful, tbol, that can
. increase pro.ductivity,.': a

make classroom - instruction more

interesting and. effective:;. Moreover, it can "empower, ,
students to learn in .new ways and develop higher-order
thinking ski11s" (p. 9) .
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. S:oft:ware,;,a:nd

;■ - /Instiructddn U&^
^
.Teetaolbgy, -L

, T

V

.v'

integratfbn has, evoived and sb'^te

availability of .,softwa.re. Tdacd^^

held .hostage to unihspiring prOg^^^

^ ^

the

no';,longer, need to be ■

that stop at ;drill. .

and .piraGtiee; Today, teachers: are .using . complex 'multimedia
progranis ' to;: des

and customize instruction :and students,

are. using it, to learn interactively .. These new products
are fostering creativity and allowing students to have

control oVet theirv own iearning.

i;:i

Educators should, ,,be; able to evaluate, plan and Use; A ,.,

technology effectively. :.Thi,s not only ■includes,ithe Choices:;
of equipment, but also choosing the most effective means
of. delivery and the software which, will aid ,in their

obj ectives. By using CAT, or multimedia ihstruction
^educators have found this to be an, effective tool.

Willis, Stephens & Matthew (1995) in their book.
Technology, Reading and Language Arts discussed how
educators should be cognizant of the desirable
ch,afacteristics:, of .CATV For example, it was said that

subj:ect niattef' should be appropriate to your; students'

1eVef. ,It; a1so shOu1d be appea,lihg to' student s, provide
help that advances learning, be user-friendly, and cost
'efficient, i.e. the program is a valued addition to the
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curriculum and the costs and effort required to support it
are considered,.

At school .sites, there may-be various products for

authoring .instruction and teachers may find themselyes not
using the same tools.. For example,, in the article by

Harding, Ldy, . and Quinhey (;199.61> the authors discussed,:
using CouriseWare .Manager,' which;- allows for the . use of a
single protocol to. iritegr.ete .courseware materials when
there is a variety of authprs. using a variety of authoring
software.

For. example, HyperCard, Supercard and Authorware

Professional can be linked together or even made.to
interconnect .(as cited it. Harding^ et al.,:1996)

r :^

Additionally., Vthis .software is said to be\ able to rebuild

links dynamically on the basis of the file structure using
the host's system built-in.: file management facilities,
which allows :fiexibility for the user. This .Software was; .

developed by- Interactive Courseware Research ,and ,

.Development ,(lCRD).d

which they .are members.

. ...

Harding et ai. (1996). also said that although .

authoring systems can be readiiy: identified by their :.
typical characteristic style, . these , features . are no lon'ger
essential and can be changed.' iHathwi.s.e waS. bhe resultarit

product developed; and is a;; courseware 'delivery;
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environment, which consists of a collection of modules
combined into a whole through a courseware "management

system.. It also consists of the following characteristics:
—

a tutorial function

—

integrates other roles

—

self-paced

—

has self-testing and more formal assessment
capability

—

provides feedback to lecturer.

Additionally, in order to facilitate Consistency.
between authoring tools, there is a courseware design,

specification and authoring support mechanisms, such as
screen templates, standard buttons, scripts, graphs,

plotting tools, etc. Moreover, Harding et al. (1996) said
that there is a more far-reaching aim,, and that is to
create a common framework in which academic authors can

work, and that there will be a consistency of style in
order to not confuse students using the computer-based
instruction.

Harding et al. (1996) also mentioned that Authorware

is designed hot for programmers, but for those who are
teaching in their content area. Users can use this tool to
create interactive.courseware. This software also features

simple flowchart models, and makes cross-platform
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authoring easier. In addition, by using Authorware one can
design and create:
—

networked interactive multimedia training and
educational courseware

—

multimedia training solutions for intranets and
the Web

—

interactive training titles on CD-ROM/DVD

—

kiosks

—

performance support and just-in-time training

—

online multimedia presentations

—

interactive magazines and catalogues

—

simulations and prototypes

Authorware Star discussed by Willis, Stephens and
Matthew (1996) is a limited and less expensive version of

Authorware. This also supports a wide range of video and

sound options, and several types of digital video and CD
audio can be used in presentations created with it.
Additionally, this program can create a variety of linear,nonlinear and multimedia presentations.

Another multimedia authoring tool available and
discussed by Hay, Gusdial, Jackson, Boyle and Soloway
(1994) is MediaText, used for creating multimedia

products. They said that this was designed to give
students access to multimedia without requiring them to
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use programming languages. The main features of the
program are:

—

a standard word processor which allows for

multiple styles, sizes, and fonts
—

a Media Margin which contain MediaLinks

-

MediaLinks are represented by icons which
connect another medium to the current document

-

pull down menus

Educators whose content areas are science and math

may be interested in a software product discussed by
Harding, Lay, Moule and Quinney (1995), the Scientific
Graphical Toolkit for HyperCard, which supports,

mathematical graphics used in the courseware produced. The,
authors noted that in creating software for others, most
of the effort is focused on devising the user ihterface.

Furthermore, they said that even though HyperCard
facilitated in the creation of intuitive user interfaces

and has become.the established>style, there is a loss of

processing speed; which has limited its usefulness as an
authoring tool in upper secondary science--snd^mathematics.
The toolkit, HyperCard XCM.D/ was developed along with
a mathematical expression compiler and evaluator (as^ cited
in. Harding, Lay, Moule, &, Quinney, d995). ThiS: toolkit can
evaluate mathematical expressions., and plotv them quickly as
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though they were,directly programmed using a:high ie
language. AlsO/ one using, the toolkit does not need to be

an expert .programmer, but .the most powerful features are

designed for ,users who are .■familiar with Hypertallc.j
Sponder and Hiigenfeld (19.94) also discussed, using .
HyperGard .(Macintosh) and. ToolBook (Windows)

for CAT ,

projects. They noted how these "tools have sophistieatfed. .
audio-visual capabilities and the learning curve is

neither steep, .nor frustrating to the user. HyperGard and
ToolBook both were considered user-friendly because they

could be easily scripted and used effectively by the
novice or expert. ■ .

Additionally, just.like mostiother multimedia

software, its applications have jthe ability to link text,

graphics, and other features, allowing users to navigate
nonsequentialiy through one. or many, information sources.,
it was ■also noted that it permitted, learners to control

and interact with other technoipgie?, making hypermedia
and considered it .an ■ .excellent^i scaifold for multimedia
presentations.. " , ■ : ;.
■ihf .addition to the aforementioned software, Abramson

(1993) discussed IBMlS . Linkway,' aj toolkit. designed for

teachers and pupils . This.; is . also, -a . hypermedia authoring,
system in which the developer creates a: web or ■
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'

three-dirrieftsi6nal environment in which the user determines

the path to travel in; the course of gathering information.
Linkway is also a multimedia authoring system that

makes it possible to connect media from a wide range of
electronic devices. Abramson (1993) said that this

authoring tool has been used to create easy-to-use

interfaces, is an excellent tool for learning, and works
hand-in hand with IBM's UltiMedia Hardware. The- software's

applications are organized as folders which are comprised
of pages and non-scrolling screens. The pages are made up
of objects, buttons that provide hyperactivity, graphics,'
and fields that hold text. In addition, there is a paint

program and text editor and other utilities that perform
tasks in the development process.

Abramson (1993) also said that the best way to learn

this particular authoring tool was with a hands-on
approach. The author said mastering this was the easy

part, but the selecting of content and designing the
instructional activities were the more difficult and
time-consuming.
This Gonclusiori .also concurred with the article by

Van Aalst,. Van Der Mast and Carey, (19.9;5), who said that

user interface design has always been difficult due; to.the
various possible. approaches ; They noted that perception
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-

theory, media design, task analysis, and project

•

management were all components that needed to be
considered.

, ,^

:

HyperStudio (Wagner, 1998), ds- reviewed by .
Educational Technology Network, is another software

product on the market. It was said to be user-friendly, ,
and allows teachers to create interactive, multimedia

instruction that is nonlinear. Students find this easy to

use as well and can use this to create multimedia projects

and presentations that are fun and exciting.
Another tool discussed by Willis, Stephens and
Matthew (1996) was PowerPoint, which was said to be a

powerful tool which educators and students can use. This
tool allows the user to create professional presentations.
The authors also said that its strengths were that it is a

sophisticated electronic replacement for the traditional
use of the overhead, but considered it less appealing
because material can only be presented in a linear
fashion.

Willis et al. said that by using and mastering this

tool, educators don't have to be conversant in high-level

programming languages, but can readily and easily create
instructional materials that will not■only be effective,

but engaging as well.
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,

However, just mastering the product is not enough.
When using an authoring tool to deliver instruction,
educators should be aware of design elements and

instructional theories in order.to create well thought

out, effective instruction. Remenibering the purpose and /
what you . are trying to convey should be your foremost
thought in designing your GAI.

For example, Heinrich, Molenda and Russell (1982)
said that effective instruction requires careful planning

and that you have to systematically plan for the effective
use of instructional media. The authors devised what they
called the AS.SURE model.
This model consists of:

A

Analyzing learner characteristics, i.e. identify
who are your students, their traits and

.

competencies.

S

Stating your objectives., you need to state what

you want your students to learn or do as a
result of the instruction.

S .

,

;

Selecting the material, mddifying it if.
necessary, or designing.new.material.

U :

Utilizing the. materials, you need to plan how.,.
they will be used and the time spent, using them.

Requiring learner response, your students should
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practice what they are expected to learn and
reinforcement should be provided.

E

Evaluating, i.e. after instruction, it is
.necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of your,
instruction, question whether objectives were
met, and whether all students could properly use
t^

Another appppach- to:thq design process was given by
Kristof and Sa.trah ,:(199,5 ).. who divided ,:the process into

three phases..: In phase: one',: the designer of multimedia

v

instruction needs to deeide what he . or she plans to teach
i.e.;,j create the lesson, and o.rgan.i2e the ..Gontent, intd ,a

flowchart.' Phase, twor: the creator needs. tO; know .how i,t^^:;;

.

should work, design the navigation,/;types of interaction, .
and controls, and map these onto a storyboard. Lastly, in

phase three, the creator decides how it should look,
defines the style and layout of the elements in the
storyboard, and produces a prototype. ,

,

Conclusion

Technology integration into curriculum is the .

challenge that is now facing educators, but it can be
done. However, as demonstrated through the literature

review, there must be training, and on-going support for
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teachers by their administrators. Educators also need to
address the diversity of their students' learning styles
as well as their cultural backgrounds, needs, and

abilities when incorporating technology into their
classroom instruction..

,

,

•

In addition, educators negd to be able to make

intelligent and appropriate decisions cohGerning the
software chosen, and when using the various authoring
tools on the market, design instruction that will be
efficacious, relevant, and engaging to their students. To
reiterate Falk and Carlson (1995),, the use of computers in
the Classroom can increase productivity and make classroom^

instruction more interesting and effective. ,
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\ CHAPTER THREE ^^ ^ : r

.;

GOALS.AND OBC^ECTIVEE, " ^
;

■Project .Goals. . , . ■ ■

. The goals for the planningr,design^

and creating a

itiultimedia^ coinputer-assisted ihstructional.' unif on. Aaiku .

poetry are put forth.in the Vfolldwing:; . '
Go-al. .'1,:
,

■ ';■ ■ ■

.f

:

. .,
^

■>.'■:. v.-

l"

To save time: on ihstrucfion in' the classroom- . By

.

using computer-assf sted in.s.t.ruct.iQnr new ^

.

or ideas can be;, readily ..available to be. prese
to students n For: example,1 ■ students who., are more

:.

v

capable can .move ahead.^freeing the teacher to .wprk y
, more closely with their less-capable classmates.
Goal 2:

;
To be used as a futorial... By .utilizing.

,

,cbmputer-assisted instruction, the.need for.
constant teacher repe;tition would be. diminished.

For example,. . studehtS; 'who, simply, at .the moment

.c

grasp oonGeptS presented would be able to

"Saccesa : information : that ;is rea.dily available and as

df ten as- necessary' .with a. minimum of teacher
1, .interaction which ..will allow for mastery of
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'Goal'\3

.

-l'; '

To

,

instruction engaging. 3y, pre-senting

information or instruction ;;in a ::multimedia format,:;.

:

it will- be more readily ..adapb^^
.various learning ; styles -and;^^. m^^^

to studen'ts-'
ihtelligences.

The use of multimedia in computer-assisted ,

instfuction can provide new ways for students to;

view arid . process informatioh .by making the .abstract
concrete. :Students will be more focused arid. ..

therefore engaged,. .
Goal :,4:

'

To offer ah.enrichment activity. Students ate given

the Opportunity to use a multimedia program to

. create poetry of their own, In, addition, students
will be exposed to and encouraged to use other

technological instruments such as scanners.,, digital
and video cameras and CD ROMs.

For example, students will be able to access and ,
.download images and sounds from the web, scan

images from print material, incorporate sound from
CD ROM's and use this material in their projects.
Goal 5:

To promote communication. Students using the
:

. multimedia computer-assisted instruction will find
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Jiew ways t

and ..to share their: thoui^hts

and feelings , throngh the use of . poetry .and other

i technologies. Students are encouraged to exercise;
; . . their :d

and-: unique, abilities^ to express / ^

themselves.

Goal.G: ;. .

.To . prdmote. self-esteem and :bUild.::Cdnfiderice

.

Students who use the. c.omputef-assi;Ste.d instruction
sho.UTd be .able to cbraplete..the assignments with. -

..

little difficurty.

will ; not. .feel

. self-conscidus if they, need to access.: instru.ct-ion .

' more than once• They:areiallowed to rq-access. . y;!
- information in the privacy of-their own
. Workstation. In addition, students .after mastering :.

. :and . .coinp.letihg^ ;t^

presented.nill vbq

to- create a multimedia book.nf -.haiku poetry and'

have something tangible to show for their effort.

Objectives

After completing the computer-assisted instruction,

my students should be able to have realized several
objectives:
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ibiective 1:

Demonstrate comprehension of poetic or literary
terms presented: alliteration, imagery,
,

simile and tone. They
w

their knowledge by completing

an interactive quiz contained in the
instruction.

iective 2:

Demonstrate comprehension of elements of haiku

poetry by responding to questions contained in
the computer-assisted instruction.

Objective 3:, ; ;

Demonstrate comprehension of haiku poetry by
composing their own and creating an interactive
haiku book of poetry using HyperStudio (Wagner,
1998).

Objective 4:
Students will have used their unique abilities
to aid in their developing an appreciation for

the power of the written word which would foster
an appreciation for poetry.
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CHAPTER

PROJECT

FOUR

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Statement of Purpose

Teaching in a school located in a low socio-economic
area poses problems for educators who may have to repeat

.

instruction for those students having sporadic attendance,

needing remedial assistance, or low self-confidence. These
students are much more likely to be visual, auditory, or
kinesthetic learners. Students categorized as such, in my'
observation as a teacher, tend to have limited attention

spans and imagination, find the traditional teacher-led

:

instructional approach boring, and.need Some type of
attehtion getter.,

Additionally, these types of students usually come
from homes in which education is not emphasized, and where

a book, let alone; a book of poetry is rare. With the

rarity of books in the home, they do not see the value,and
beauty in:using language to.communicate. 1 want my
students to be able to creatively express themselves:

;

through the -power of the,written word.
Moreover, by using technology, 1 would be able td:

provide instruction to those students whose attendance,,is
erratic, offer enrichment activities, or remedial
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,

instruction without taking away from my other students.

According to Stables (1997) using computer integrated
instruction helps in developing.children's skills and .
assists in the creation of positive attitudes such as
seilf-esteem and motivation..." (p. 4).

Project Design Structure

Using the model by Kristof and Satran (1995), my CAI
unit for poetry appreciation consisted of three phases:
Information design, interaction design, and presentation
design.

This design model was chosen because of its clear,
coherent rationale for each phase of the designing

process, and emphasis of how to identify design and
communication issues that are unique to interactive
products.
Phase 1 - Information Design

Phase I of the design process consists of making

clear what you want to accomplish, arranging your

objectives in a type of order that will.accomplish them.
1.

Product

This is an instructional unit on haiku poetry

using a multimedia approach. Students will be
able to access information for instruction and
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demonstrate what they have learned by completing
an interactive quiz on haiku poetry and poetic . .

elements, and composing samples of haiku.'"
2.

:

Audience

This instructional'unit is intended: for my ..

dgphomore English class... 'All students'-may

'^

benefit from the; useof this type ; of instruction'

/byts.imply modifying obntent; frbm . the .capable
't

student 'who :ddesh't,waht to: wait tor / their

nlassmates to master -tonGepts,: to / those who llack

. .motiyation, or those having, difficulty staying- .
on.'task'.

3'.

/■ .

Top'ls- -

'/ti

/ ■ -.

.The .ty^^

tool- used was

.HyperStudioS.l/;.(.Wagner, ; 19 9;8/)i

of: my and

my: students' f.amiliarity with :it • Also this

. pfoduct is; instailed not only on the classroom

•

computers:, / but computers, in the lab making it
/ .: ■ a:ccessible: to students after /school .\ :

'4

. . '■;.'GQ'al:S;:-

■ -t

:// .t ' : 'M^/goals ^ w^

to use technology' as a teaching,

/ 'learning, .end enrichment/activity.: It was. also a
goal to save .time on the different types of
pdetry to: be taught allowing me; to introduce
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more poetic fotmsviAnother goal

. instruction more appealing, and'engaging tp the .
. students fostering confidence and creatiyity.
It was hoped . that after my st.udeh't.s compie-ted the

instruction, learning would heyeoccurfed, and that

students had a better unders'C.anding ..and deyelop an .;
appreciation for poetry.

1.1
2.

. >

i^

Planning Content/Teachetylnput/lsee Appendix.. C:) .
, Flowchart (see Appendix -E)

: .

Phase 2 - Interaction. Design

In this phase of the design process, the infprmation
from the flowchart is turned into a storyboard, which will

show how the user will nayigate and interact.with the
content.

1.

How it Works.

Instruction is deliyered using a multimedia

approach; i.e. instruction is deliyered in a
nonlinear fashion. The user is allowed to

interact where and when appropriate decided by

^

the designer. In this case, I chose to present
information, define unfamiliar terms as the

information is presented, allow the users to

repeat, change any of their responses, or end
the lesson anytime they wanted.
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This is in agreement with Korwin and Jones who

said, "This type of interactivity means that it
is the user rather than the designer who

controls the seguence, the pace, and what to
look at or ignore" (Korwin & Jones, 1995,
p. 35).

2.

Type of Navigation
The user navigates through the instructional

unit by clicking various buttons. The buttons
are made obvious to guide the user. For example,
buttons that indicate back and forward are

placed in appropriate locations. Students are
allowed to navigate at their own pace, select

what they want, and quit when they want.
3.

Types of Interaction
Students are allowed to respond to examples and

answer questions by typing their responses in
boxes. They are allowed to click buttons to
listen to sounds, and click on various words to

create poetry for the guided instruction
portion.

4.

.

Storyboard (see Appendix F)
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Phase 3 - Presentation Design

In this phase of the design process, style and layout
of the content and controls need to be addressed.

According to Korwln and Jones, three rules need to be
followed: Keep It simple; keep It consistent; know when to
break those rules.

In addition to the above, one needs to define the

visual theme and, style, design the screen layouts, define
the structural elements of each screen, create the control

elements (buttons). Integrate the media elements, and then
create a prototype.

1.

Style

Since the lesson was on a type of Japanese

poetry form, I tried to create an Oriental
atmosphere or mood by Incorporating appropriate
graphics and music.
2.

Layout

It was Important to maintain consistency of

clarity by keeping the background color the same
throughout the Instruction. Soft, light yellow
was chosen because It was more pleasing and less

jarring than stark white. .Black as the font
color was used because It contrasted better, and
would be easier to read. Red Is used as a
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universal color to signal attention, therefore,

that was used to highlight key words or points.
Also, the same size font and style for text and
titles was used throughout. By doing so, this
would not present a distraction or disorient the
audience,

Additionally, since we read from left to right,
I found that using the same type of transition
i.e. moving from one screen to the next,
simulating turning a book, would be appropriate.
It was also emphasized that there should not be
too much text per screen.

One main point was presented per screen as not
to overwhelm the audience with too much

information at once. You want to give the

impression that you are not lecturing them which
is perceived as boring.
The screen needed to have an uncluttered look.

Graphics were used judiciously, and I attempted
to set the mood using color and sounds.

3.

Prototype (see Appendix G)
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. Formative:; Evaluation, ,

My CAI project was tried;;out on a : group of three
students in each of my: six English classes; they were not

impressed. ;A questionnaire was given to them after they

,

had gone through the program., In the beginning, there
seemed to be:not enough information given on; this type of

poetry whioh' cre;ated: confusion,;, and,didn't allow for
enough user interactions .: The presentation . seemed duri and
boring and more, so than if I, had given a lecture. This•was,
.not■. the .way GAI was intended, yet. this was just what

, ■ . Acc.ofding to ..Spender and. Helg.enfeld (1994 ) most
teachor/deveTopers: are;, highly motivated but still the .end,: .
results, are of ten ; disappbinting. However/ it .was . .npted

that the cognitively-aware instructional design process.;
could .assist teacher-made, programs to. rise above . . ;j

mediocrity by f ostering, worthwhi,l.e . activities that ..could
a:id student s in to becoming more / confident learners,. ■

Therefore, I had to go back, reread my goals and

objectives, and rewrite the steps I would take in order to
achieve them. I noted that I really didn't have : a; w^^

assess what the:/sfu.dent learhed/ . .;.nor did.,1 allow enqugh, : ;

student practice, and it just wasn't,.".fun" . 'This was
mentioned .earlief ; by Abramson: (1993) who said that this : .
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was a common problem among those who attempt to design
CAI. One often has difficulty in the selection of content

and designing the instructional activities. .
With that thought in mind, this time I rewrote my
lesson in order to instruct systematically. By using the

rewritten lesson plan, I was able to give more instruction
and was better able to ascertain whether students

comprehended.

This was done by completing an interactive quiz, then

allowing them to compose "canned haiku" before they were
allowed to strike out on their own. In addition, more

graphics with motion and- sounds along with brighter colors
were used. These were all suggestions made by my students

and kept in mind when redesigning the program.
With the rewritten lesson plan and student

suggestions incorporated into my instruction, my students
were more receptive to this revision. More information was

provided, but limited on the screen; students were more
willing to read the instructional section because of the
limited text. Checking for understanding by asking

questions that students had to respond to along the way,
clarified most student comprehension, and with the

improved program, my students were not so quick to ask for
help.
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All of my students were familiar using HyperStudio

:(Wagner, 1998), but the students that were,chosen to pilot
my CAI were those who normally had difficulty in staying
on task, and being attentive in class.

Strengths and Limitations

The strong point of any instruction lies with its

lesson plan. In order for your students to reach the
objectives, you must have a clear, detailed lesson plan.
You must.know exactly what you,want your students to learn

and .plah,,the necessary ,. s^

for them., to achieve it. .Alsp,

by already being familiar with using HyperStudio 3.1
.(Wagner,. 1998) ss , the

tool, I. found, that it was

relatiyely..easy to create the instruction by simply. :
fbllowing. my lesson plan.

However, there are more sophisticated authoring tools
on the,market, and by limiting yourself to what is

■familiar, you run the risk of stifling creativity and not
keeping current.

Recommendations

In assessing my students' projects, technology was
shown to be a valuable and efficacious tool that enhanced

learning. It should not only be used for students with
difficulties, but all students as well. It can provide a
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great opportunity to let your students be as creative as

they want and display their personal style while providing
basic skill development. ,

Conclusion

The results were that thesb sattie ■students stayed on

task and completed the assignment. I was pleased that they

were engaged and comprehended and were extremely creative.
For example, one student created a book of what was, called
everyday haiku, in which sounds such as vacuum cleaners,
cars, trains, etc. were used. Some students were very good

artists and took advantage of creating their own graphics
to illustrate their poetry.

Above all else, they discovered that they could
learn, ,be creative, and have fun. Some of their comments

were that they had never even heard of haiku poetry and
did not want to know, or ,even knew that they could compose

haiku. The students seemed genuinely pleased with their
projects and my observation concurs with Heinich, Molenda
and Russell's

(1982)

assessment that by using CAI,

students are allowed the opportunity to be and feel
successful which increased,self-confidence,
and motivation to learn.
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Multiple Intelligences Matrix
Type of Intelliqences

Characteristics

1. Linguistic

1. Sensitive: to sounds,

rhythms, meanings of
words. More sensitive to

the different functions

of language.

2. Logical/Mathematical

2. Gapacity to discern,
logical or numerical
patterns. The ability to
handle long chains of
\ reasoning.,

3. Musical,

3. Able to produce and
appreciate rhythm,
pitch, and timbre.

4. Bodily-Kinesthetic

4. Able to control one's

body movements and
handle objects
carefully.
5. Spatial

5. Able to perceive the
visual-spatial world
accurately and to
perform transformation
on one's spatial
perceptions.

6. Interpersonal

6. Capacity to discern
respond to the moods,
temperaments,
motivations and desires
of others. .

7. Intrapersonal

7. Able to access one's own

feelings and the ability
to discriminate among
them and draw upon them

to guide behavior.

adapted from Gardner , (1983)
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LEARNING STYLES MATRIX
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Learning Styles, Matrix
style

Characteristic

Appropriate Technology

1. Acquirer

i

i. Instruction should be,

Uses

information

, .presented in a iinear

rather than

, & :sequehtiai fashion.

produces.
2. Retriever

2.. Nohiinear or mbsaic.

Searches
for

information.

Produces

Constructor

3. Linear

information.

;
v4. Presenter

4., Conveys
information
'

,

noniinear ,

.instxuction; E.g.
muitimedia programs. '

4. Technology should be
the type .which allows

which has

student to structure

been,

presentations.

created. .

adapted from Stettier (1995)
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HAIKU LESSON
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PLAN

Haiku .Lekson: Plan: ,
Anticipatory Set

, 1.. Oriental styled music iDe.gins playing:

.. I. Demonstrate., comprehensipn of haiku , : .
21 Compose'haiku-

31 Demonstrate comprehensioh iof.imagery> tone
l,met.ephor,- simile,-'y-y- l'l y y;

theme,

Instructional Input ,

1. Background Information ■on- haiku. .2l Japanese haikuists ,and poems. :
.
3. Literary -terms defined: ■imagery;^ to
theme./
metaphor,., and similel- 1
11;
4. Explain, that student: will oompos.e halkg.

,

5. Students asked to respond to Japanese .haiku. : .
Modeling

,

i; , - i. . - ;

1. Presont contemporary; h;aj_]^y _
. 2. Identify: elements, of .haiku.
3. Students: asked to respond .lo contemporary haiku. .

Checking for Understanding

, 1. Review of elemehts of.haiku.
2. Review of literary terms.

3. Review of background inf-ormatiQn..
4 . .Quiz On background information, elements of' haiku,
and .literary terms. . 1

Guided^ Practice

1. Students, given, practice by creating "canned" haiku.
2. Student asked to respond to "canned" haiku.
Independent Pr actice

1, Students compose haiku by . l.ooking, at given graphics
2 . AS: homework, student, to compose five more haiku on
their own using HyperStudio . (Wagner, 1,998) .
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RUBRIC FOR HAIKU ASSIGNMENT
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-

Rubric .for Haiku Assignment ;

1 .•

Haiku format. foilowed?,

Y.:,

2.

Haiku written,in preseut benbe?

,Y:

■3. g Does poem make gopdiuse of :imagery?ii V
f
-5. ■

poem.: bhow, ef eativity?.

.r

Does poem demonstrate comprehension
of other iiterary .elements presented?
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Flowchart
Poetry Unit 1
Haiku

Objectives

Table
of
Contents

What

Poets

Haiku?

Their Haiku

and

Review

Quiz

Fail

Pass

Quiz

Quiz

Canned
Haiku

Compose
Own
Haiku
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Glossary
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F

STORYBOARD
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Storyboard
1

Poetry Unit

Objectives

The

Menu

10

8
Haiku

Traditional

means...

haiku poets

What is

Haiku?

Ancient Art

Haiku

Poppy
petals fall.

A leaf is

Some

falling...

modern day

13

14

15

compose...

11

12

Only one
guy and...

Or it may

Haiku only

1st line = 5

But how

be

contains 17

syllables...

could one...

sad.

syllables.

16

17

18

19

20

The haiku

The haiku

Only

poet uses.

Busy bees
buzzing...

Haiku poets

way is to...

use

scattered

imagery.

stars...

21

22

23

24

25

Haiku is

Haiku is

Review

Review

Quiz

about

about the

being...

here...

26

27

28

29

30

Quiz

Quiz

Canned

Compose

Compose

Haiku

Your Own

Your Own

33

34

35

Glossary

31

32

Famous

Temple

Famous

The

Poets

bells...

Poets

piercing chill

Buson

Ifeel...

Basho
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